




























PR • EQ • PO SWITCH

1.   EQ selects the EQ Circuit, bypassing the TONE, GAIN and C1•C2•C3 controls. Use this 
setting for clean boost, guitar/amp tone sculpting, and clean gain to push your   
amp into overdrive.

2.  PR engages the GAIN, TONE and C1•C2•C3 controls and places the EQ Circuit Pre 
(before) the Drive Circuit. Any boost or cut with the TREBLE and BASS controls will 
increase or decrease the gain in those frequencies going into the Drive Circuit. This adds 
or cuts gain and saturation, potentially slamming 18dB of gain into it for saturated fuzz 
tones, or cutting bass and treble for mid-boosted drive.

3.  PO engages the GAIN, TONE and C1•C2•C3 controls and places the EQ Circuit Post (after) 
the Drive Circuit. Post sculpts the drive sound like a studio style EQ and does not e�ect 
the gain of the Drive Circuit.

EXPERIMENTS

•    Set Subspace to an example setting of your choice
•    Change between PR and PO settings to hear the di�erent tonal characters
•    Try with other example settings



LEVEL

This controls the output level of the Drive and EQ 
circuits in Subspace. Be careful as it has 38dB of 
volume boost available from the original signal. 
When engaging the e�ect, start with the level 
control low and increase to the desired volume.

EXPERIMENT

•    Set pedal controls to Experiment Start Point
•    Select PO on the EQ switch, clipping mode C2,  

and boost to X5.
•    Set your amp to a low volume level. Finally very 

slowly increase the LEVEL control to see how 
much volume Subspace has on tap. You can 
increase the volume even more by adding in your 
original signal with the PARALLEL control

GAIN

There are a lot of drive options available in 
Subspace, and this controls the amount of gain in 
the Drive Circuit. The drive character varies with the 
di�erent clipping (C1•C2•C3) modes, PR or PO 
mode, and saturation from the input gain X1•X2•X5 
switch.

EXPERIMENT

•   Choose a drive setting from the Example Settings
•   Try di�erent settings on the GAIN control, 

exploring minimum to maximum
•   Be sure to adjust the LEVEL control accordingly. 

Remember that extra gain can often add extra 
volume!










